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On the

(4)

Legendre and Laplace Transformations
LARS

HÖRMANDER

0. - Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study systematically a version of the Legendre transformation which is relevant for the study of the Laplace transformation.
The simplest results of the kind we have in mind are the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz
theorem and the related results of Gelfand and Silov [3], [4]. The latter paper
led us more than 40 years ago to publish an announcement [5] of the statements
in Section 2 and a part of Section 4 here. However, it is the later results on
existence theorems with weighted bounds for the a operator which has made
it natural to return to this topic. The main new result here is the invariance
under a modified Legendre transformation of a class of functions in C" that are
concave in the real directions and (partially) plurisubharmonic.
Let us first recall the most classical definition of the Legendre transformation
As is
and its formal properties. Let cp be a real valued function in
well known, it follows from the implicit function theorem that the equations

in a neighborhood of cp’ (x) if
define a function
0, and by
differentiation one immediately obtains the equations
xi. Hence
the relation between cp and §3 is expressed by the symmetric system of equations
=

function § is called the Legendre transform of cpo Since the equations are
symmetric, the Legendre transformation is an involution. Differentiation of (0.1)
and a2~p(~)~a~2
which
and (0.2) gives

The

=

proves that

=
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To calculate the

Legendre

transform of

a

sum X = w

+ 1/1

we

have the

equations

If

we

= q then

put

~’ (x ) = ç - 1]

=

(x, q) - ~p (x ) , ~ (~ - q)

=

(x , ~ - q) - * (x), which gives

~~(~ 2013

The second equation follows since cj/ (r¡) = x and
q) = x. Thus X (~ ) is
a critical value of 17
+ ~(~ 2013 17).
Since the Legendre transformation is an involution, the Legendre transform
should
of a function X such that X (x ) is a critical value of y «
be equal to ijJ + {f. To define x we have to solve the equation cp’ (y)
1j¡’ (x - y)
for y and set X (x )
cp(y)+1j¡(x-y). Given xo and yo with cp’(Yo) 1j¡’(XO-yo),
we can solve the equation ~o’(y) = ~/r~’ (x - y) for y when x is in a neighborhood
of xo so that y (xo) = yo, if
+ 1j¡" (xo - yo) is invertible. Then we have
=

=

=

and since

x’ (x )

=

y)

=

cp’ (y)

it follows that

which is invertible if cp" (y) and 1/1" (x - y) are invertible. Thus the Legendre
transform of X exists locally when
and ~ are defined locally, and then
we have
since
is an involution.
the
transformation
+ ~r
Legendre

The equations defining §3(%) can usually only be solved locally so the definition is not always valid globally. It is therefore desirable to find large classes
of functions for which the solution is possible and unique in the large, and the
definition can be expressed in a form that does not contain derivatives so that
the differentiability assumptions on cp can be avoided. Now the equations (0.1)
and (0.3) mean that §3(y) is a stationary value of the function x H (;c, ~)2013~(jc).
If we require that this point shall be an absolute maximum then

is then a convex function. As has been proved by ManFenchel
and
[ 1 ], the transformation defined by (0.7) is involutive
delbrojt [8]
for
the
functions w that are convex and semi-continuous from below.
precisely
It is clear

that §3
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In Section 1 we shall recall this well-known result for any finite or infinite
number of variables.
If instead we require that the stationary value shall be an absolute minimum,
we are led to the definition

Since (-~)(2013~) = sup, ((x, ~) - (2013~)(jc)), it is clear that this is involutive
precisely in the class of concave and upper semi-continuous functions, so it
gives nothing essentially new. However we can also single out the case of
saddle points by taking the maximum over some variables and the minimum
over the others, and this gives an interesting class of functions as the natural
domain of definition of the transform. It will be studied in Section 2 with
the minimum taken for x in a residue class with respect to a given subspace
followed by the maximum over the residue classes. In Section 3 we introduce
more restrictive conditions by studying functions in the direct sum of two spaces
that are convex in the directions of one of the subspaces and concave in the
directions of the other. These are essentially the "saddle functions" studied by
Rockafellar [9], [10] with quite different motivations. The results of Section 3
are therefore not new. However, we need to emphasize the facts needed for the
study in Section 6 of a class of functions in CCn which are further restricted
by a plurisubharmonicity condition and occur naturally in the study of the
Laplace transformation in Section 4. In that case the usual approach to the
proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem leads to a modified Legendre transformation
for functions in C" where one takes first the supremum over
and then the
infimum over
(See Section 4.) With functions w in the class P thus defined
we associate a class of functions S,, and prove that the Laplace transformation
maps it isomorphically on the class defined by a modified Legendre transform
of cpo This result includes the Paley-Wiener theorem and the lemmas on which
the Schwartz definition of the Fourier transform is based, as well as the results of
Gelfand and Silov [3], [4] that were the original motivation for the announcement
of some of the results in this paper given more than 40 years ago in [5]. After
discussing the (modified) Legendre transform of quadratic polynomials at some
length in Section 5 we prove in Section 6 that the class of functions P in (Cn
introduced in Section 4 is invariant under a modified Legendre transformation,
as suggested by the results on the Laplace transformation. In Section 7 we
discuss some lower bounds for functions in T~ and examine examples that in
particular contain the results of [3], [4] when combined with existence theorems
given in Section 8.

1. - The

a

Legendre transform of convex or concave functions

Let E 1 and E2 be two real vector spaces and suppose that there is defined
bilinear form (x, ~) for x E E1 and ~ E £1. We introduce the weak topologies
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and E2 defined by the bilinear form. The topology in E1 is separated
only if (x, ~) = 0 for every ~ E E2 implies x 0 and similarly for the
topology in E2. Although we do not assume these separation conditions every
continuous linear form on E1 (respectively on E2 ) can be written x H (x, ~)
for some ~ E E2 (respectively ~ H (x, ~ ~ for some x e Ei).
In this section.
Let cp be a function defined in E1 with values in
in E 1
if and

we

Our

=

define its

goal

Legendre

transform

~o

at first

is to decide when the inversion

by

fonnula §3

=

w is

valid, that is,

It is clear that if §3 ~ +oo then (1.2) implies that cp is convex and semifor an affine linear function and
continuous from below with values in
hence the supremum of a family of affine linear functions has these properties.
Conversely, we have the following well-known result:

THEOREM 1.1. If cp is a convex function in EI that is lower semicontinuous with
values in R U ( + oo) and cp
+00, then the Legendre transform ëp defined by (1.1)
has the same properties in E2 and the inversion formula (1.2) is valid.
PROOF. As already pointed out it is obvious that §3 is convex and lower
semicontinuous with values in R U +oo. From (1.1) it follows that §3(§) &#x3E;
(x , ~ ) - cp(x), hence that
(jc, ~) 2013 §3 (% ) , so

The

proof will be achieved when we have proved the opposite inequality,
implies that §3 Q +oo. Thus we must prove that t ip(x) if t
The epigraph U of cp defined by

which

is convex, nonempty and closed by the hypotheses on cpo Take a fixed xo E El
and to e R with to
rp(xo). Then (xo, to) V U, so it follows from the HahnBanach theorem that there is a separating hyperplane defined by an equation of
the form ~x, ~ ) - ct = a with ~ E E2 and c, a E R. We may suppose that

From the second inequality it follows that c &#x3E; 0. Suppose at first that c &#x3E; 0;
since we can divide by c we may as well assume that c = 1. Then the second
inequality (1.4) means that §3(£) s a, and the first inequality gives that
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as

claimed. Now suppose that

where 8 &#x3E; 0. This implies
with c &#x3E; 0, must occur for

§3(q)

Returning

oo.

to

c

0. Then

=

can

be written

+oo, and since cp ~ +oo the first case,
Hence there exists some 71 E E2 with
conclude from the second inequality that

some

(1.4)’

(1.4)

xo.

we

x

Using

this

inequality

and when s

and the first part of

( 1.4)’

we

get

$(xo) = +oo. This completes the proof.
If cp n
then §3 - -oo according to the definition (1.1). We shall
therefore accept the function which is identically -oo as a convex function
but apart from that convex functions will tacitly be assumed to have values in
-~

+oo it follows that

(-oo, +oo].
EXAMPLE 1.1. If w in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 is positively
when t &#x3E; 0, then
homogeneous of degree one, that is, cp(tx)
=

for every t
set K

supporting
If K

&#x3E;

0, which

means

0 is
function of K.

=

=

f~

E

R 2; ~2 4~1 }

0 or §3(%)
+00
and closed, and cp(x)

that ip()

convex

=

=

is the closed interior of

The
is the

everywhere.

=

a

parabola,

then

Note that cp is not continuous at the origin with values in (201300, +00]
when restricted to the half plane where x1
0, for on a parabola ax1
where a
0 the limit at the origin is equal to -a. However, cp(x) x - 0 on a ray in the open left half plane.

even

= x2
if

For later reference we shall now give a detailed discussion of the semiconcondition in the finite dimensional case. (See e.g. Fenchel [1], [2] and
Rockafellar [9], [10].) This will show that the observation made in the preceding example is valid quite generally. Recall that a convex set M in a finite
dimensional vector space is contained in a minimal affine subspace ah(M), the
affine hull of M, and that M has interior points as a subset of ah(M). The set
M° of such points is a dense convex subset of M called the relative interior
of M.

tinuity
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let cp be a convex function in a finite dimensional vector
Then M = {x E E;
space E with values in (-00,
ool is a convex
set, and cp is continuous in MO. Ifx E M B MO and XO E MO then

A (x ) ~p (x ), and A(x)

exists, -00

=

liIny-+x cp(y) is independent ofxo.

The

largest convex lower semicontinuous minorant of cp is equal to A (x)
M B M’
and equal to cp elsewhere. It is the only convex lower semicontinuous function which
is equal to cp in the complement of M B MO.
PROOF. That the limit A (x ) exists for a fixed x ° E MO and that - oo
A(x) cp(x) is clear, for cp«1 - À)x + ÀXO) + c~, is a decreasing function of
h E
if c is chosen so that a derivative
vanishes. If we prove that
it
will
follow
in
that
A (x ) is independent of x ° .
cp (y) A (x)
particular

[0,

at 1

lim
Since_,x

=

and (1 - h)
obtain

y+

-~

(1 - À)x + hx°

E

M° when y

~

x, for fixed k E

(0, 1),

we

When h ~ 0 it follows that
semicontinuous minorant 1/1 of

A (x) . The largest lower
is

w 1/1 (x) limy-+x
E M B M° and equal to cp
=

it is

obviously

convex

and is equal to A(x) when x
elsewhere. Since A(x)
is determined by the restriction of cp to M°, the last statement follows.
REMARK.

relatively
of 1/1 to E
a

convex

open
is given

is a lower semicontinuous convex function defined in
subset 0 of E, then a lower semicontinuous extension

by

{x E 0; cp(x)
oo}. In fact, if we first define
E B 0, then the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 are fulfilled
with cp replaced by 1/1, so the limit in the definition above exists in (-oo, +00]
and is independent of x ° . If x E ( O f1 M) B M° we have cp(x)
for
1/1 (x) by Proposition 1.2,
cp (x) by the semicontinuity
assumed in 0. By Proposition 1.2 cp is the only lower semicontinuous convex
function which is equal to 1/1 in 0 and +oo in E B 0. We have.
where x °

1/1 (x) =

E

M° with M

in

=
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for

supx~ E o ( ~x ~ , ~ ~ - ’~/~’ (x’ ) )

~x , ~ ~ - cp(x)

above, and this is also trivially

true when

when

x E

EB

x E 0 B

0

by

the definition

O.

In the

following results we no longer assume finite dimensionality. If 1/1 is
function then the largest lower semicontinuous convex minorant will
be called the lower semicontinuous regularization of 1/1.
a convex

PROPOSITION 1.3. The limit cp of an increasing sequence of convex lower semicontinuous functions CPj is convex and lower semicontinuous. If cp =1= +00 then ~p~ is
is the lower semicontinuous regularization of lim
decreasing,
PROOF. It is trivial that cP is convex and lower semicontinuous and that §3j
decreasing and bounded below by §3. If 1/1 is another lower semicontinuous
convex minorant of lim §3j then CPj s § so cP
as claimed.
1/r~, hence 1/1

is

If cP = -f-oo it follows from the proof that there is no convex lower semicontinuous minorant of lim ipj, so it is natural to define that the lower semicontinuous regularization is identically -00 then. In the finite dimensional case it
is then easy to see that §3j (x) - -oo in the relative interior of the convex set
where §3j (x)
for some j, for a finite limit at one such point implies that
the limit does not take the value -00.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Ifcpj is a decreasing sequence of lower semicontinuous convex
functions then the Legendre transform of the lower semicontinuous regularization
of lim CPj is equal to lim
PROOF. This is

Proposition 1.3 applied to the sequence
PROPOSITION 1.5. If ~p and 1/1 are convex lower .semicontinuous functions in E11
not identically -oo and X = cP +
then X is the lower semicontinuous
regularization of

It is called the

infimal convolution

and

~.

PROOF. Since

the lower semicontinuous regularization r of
Thus
X, and since

it follows that r

=

x , hence r

=

X.

(1.5) is bounded below by X .
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The

properties

of the

Legendre

transformation defined

by

are immediately reduced to those of ( 1.1 ) as pointed out in the introduction; we
just have to interchange convexity and concavity, lower and upper semicontinuity
and so on in the preceding statements. As an example we have the following
analogue of Theorem 1.1:
THEOREM 1.6. Ifcp is a concave function in El which is upper semicontinuous
with values in R U f-ool and cp # -oo, then the Legendre transform ip defined
by (1.6) has the same properties in E2 and ip cpo
=

As in the case of convex functions we shall accept the function which
identically +00 as a concave function. It is the Legendre transform of the
concave function which is identically -oo, but all other concave functions take
their values in [-oo, +oo).
As a preparation for Section 3 we shall now give a slight extension of the
preceding results. Let EiI x E2 D (x, ~) H A(x, ~) E R be affine linear in x
for fixed § and in ~ for fixed x. We shall prove that (x, ~) can be replaced
by A (x, ~ ) in the preceding results. First we prove that there is a unique

is

decomposition

is a bilinear form, L1 and L2 are linear torms, and C is a
fact, suppose that we have such a decomposition. Then A(O, 0) =
C, A (x , 0) L i (x) + C and A (0, $ ) Z.2(~) + C, so we must have

where

(x, ~ ~

constant. In

=

=

It is immediately verified that the functions (.,.), L1 and L 2 are respectively
bilinear and linear forms.
Now we define as before the topologies in E 1 and in E2 by means of the
bilinear form (x, ~ ) . In doing so it is convenient to note that

We shall

is involutive.

now

( 1.1 )’

determine when the

can

Legendre

be written in the form

transformation defined

by
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and

Hence the Legendre transformation with respect to A defined in ( 1.1 )’ is involutive if and only if the Legendre transformation ( 1.1 ) is involutive for
that is,
is convex and lower semicontinuous. The convexity is equivalent to convexity of cp, and the semi-continuity
is equivalent to the semicontinuity
cp (x) - A (x , ~ ) for some (and hence
=
for
is continuous with
E
all) ~ E2,
to
x
Hence
we
have:
E El.
respect

4C,

4C

(jc, ~) +~2~) + ~C

THEOREM 1.1’ .

Legendre transform is defined by ( 1.1 )’

with a

general
~(jc)2013~(~,~)
(and hence forall) ~ e E2.

is convex and x

= cp

is lowersemicontinuous with values in

H

Note that
may not be continuous even in the finite dimensional case,
for if (x, ~ ~ is singular, the topology is not separated. There is of course a
similar extension of Theorem 1.6.

2. - A minimax definition of the

Legendre transform

Let E1 and E2 be two real vector spaces and (x, ~ ~ be a bilinear form
in Ei1 x E2 defining separated weak topologies in Ei1 and in E2. Let Fi be a
closed subspace of Ei and denote the annihilator in E2 by F2,

when

which is

automatically closed. Since FI is closed, the annihilator of F2 is
FI
equal
by the Hahn-Banach theorem. The quotient spaces R1
and R2
E2 / F2 are then separated and in duality with F2 and FI respectively.
The canonical map EI ~ R1 will be denoted x H x . The constant value of
(x, ~) when ~ is fixed in F2 and .z X is fixed in 7?i1 will also be denoted by
(X, ~); it is the bilinear form defining the duality between R1 and F2. Similarly
we define (x, S) when x E FI and E E R2.
In this section we define the Legendre transform as a mixed extreme value,
to

=

=

=

the infimum
precisely, for

For

a

variables and the supremum
function cp in E11 we define

over some
a

function 1/1

in E2

we

set

over

the others.

More

526
and for the intermediate steps in these transforms,
the notation

This

means

=

we

introduce

that

LEMMA 2. l.

If ip

=

cp then

This should be understood as (D 1 (,i,
are

with 1§r

~)

=

(x, ~ ~ - (D2 (x, ~ ) if the terms on

the

left

infinite.
PROOF. From the definition

(2.3) of (D 1 (x , ~ ) it follows that

which is a function of x and ~ . Similarly we find that ~x,
function of x and ~ . Now we get from (2.5) and (2.6) that

Hence

~~-

~2(~~)

is

a

(2.3) and (2.4) give

The last equality follows since the function whose infimum (supremum) is taken
is in fact constant in the equivalence class. Combining these two inequalities
we

get (2.7).
LEMMA 2.2.

(A)
(B)

If if;

=

cp then

+00, concave and upper semicontinuous
cp is either - +00 or everywhere
in every equivalence class modulo Fl.
4$ jl (X , ~ ) is concave and upper semicontinuous as a function of X E R 1.
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PROOF.

Using (2.6)

and

(2.7)

we

have

In every equivalence class modulo FI it follows that cp is the infimum of a family
of affine linear functions (which may be empty). This proves (A). Moreover,
it follows from (2.4) that ~2 (x, E) is convex and semicontinuous from below
as a function of x, which implies (B) by (2.7).

The

converse

LEMMA 2.3.

is true:

If cp satisfies (A) and (B) then

ip

=

cpo

PROOF. Since cp satisfies (A), it follows from the analogue of Theorem 1.1’
for concave functions, applied to the equivalence class of x and the space E2,
that

We can write (;c,~) 2013 ~i(jc,~) - ~ (x, ~ ), for the difference is constant in
the equivalence classes modulo F2 as proved at the beginning of the proof of
Lemma 2.1. It follows from (B)
(x, ~ ~ - - ~ 1 (x, ~ ) is convex
and lower semicontinuous as a function of x with the topology induced by
the bilinear form (x, q) considered only for x E EI and q in the equivalence
class of ~, for this topology is simply the topology of R1 - EIIFI. Now the
(convex) Legendre transform of EI :3 x H T(x, ) at 17 is

so

it follows from Theorem l.l’ that

Combining (2.8)

and

(2.9)

we

obtain

It is easy to see that the condition
familiar conditions:

=

(B)

cp(x),
be

can

which proves the lemma.

split

into the

following

two

more

E E2 the maximum principle is valid for EI 3 ~ t-~ ~(~)2013(~,~)
in the following form: If cp (x) - (x, ~) C for all x E E1 such that
x
X1 or i X 2, where XI, X 2 E R 1, then the same inequality is valid
if x=~,Xl+(1-~,)X2 and 0 s h s 1.
(B 2 ) For every ~ E E2 the function EI ~ x H ~ (x ) - ~x , ~ ) is lower semicontinuous with respect to R1 in the following sense: Given E &#x3E; 0 and x E E1 with
cp(x) &#x3E; -00 there exists a neighborhood U of i in R such that in every
class in U there is at least one y such that
(y, ~) &#x3E; cp(x) - (x, ~ ) - ~ .

(B 1 ) For every ~
=

=

-

We leave the
Thorin [12].)

proof for the reader. (Similar arguments
Summing up, we have proved

can

also be found in
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THEOREM 2.4. In order

~p with the definitions (2.1) and (2.2) of the
and
sufficient that cp satisfies the conditions (A)
Legendre transform it is necessary
and
and (B) (or equivalently (A), (B 1 )
(B2)). Then -~p satisfies the analogous
conditions with F} replaced by F2.

PROOF.

That

=

satisfies these conditions follows since

we

have $

=

po

EXAMPLE 2.1. If Fi = {0} then the conditions (A) and (B) mean that w is
and lower semicontinuous, so Theorem 2.4 contains Theorem 1.1.

convex

EXAMPLE 2.2. If Fi = Ei then (A) and (B) mean that cp is concave and
upper semicontinuous, so Theorem 2.4 contains Theorem 1.6 also.
EXAMPLE 2.3. Suppose that cp takes no other values than 0 and -oo, let M
be the set where cp
0, and set M(X) M n {x E £1; i X } when X e R 1.
For w to satisfy (A) and (B) it is necessary and sufficient that M(X) is convex
and closed for every X e 7?i, and that M(X) is a lower semicontinuous convex
cp(x) when t &#x3E; 0 it follows
family of convex sets. From the fact that
that §i(§) is positively homogeneous of degree 1. We can call the supporting
function of M. An explicit elementary example is
=

=

=

=

Then

is

is

function of xl, and

a concave

an

interval with

length1

Note the Lorentz invariance which shows that any other
would have given the same Legendre transform.

spacelike

choice of Fi

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Ebe finite dimensional and let
Q (x , x ) where Q
symmetric bilinear form in E1. If the restriction of cp to FI is concave
Q (x, x) 0 for x E Fl. Furthermore, if w satisfies (B 1 ) we must have
Q (x , x ) &#x3E; 0 if Q (x , Fl ) = 0, for
=

is a
then

a convex function of t e R. Conversely, if these conditions are fulfilled
and Q is nonsingular, we can choose coordinates xl, ... , xn in Ei such that Fi
is defined by x" = (x,+ 1, ... , xn)
0 and for

must be

=

529

Set x’ = (xi , ... ,

Then

= -00

then it is equal to
which is concave in x". Thus §3 is defined and

1 j ~c,~;

+

unless )j

=

xv+j for

~] /4,

¿:i

which is precisely the transform defined by (o.1 )-(0.3). This is not surprising,
for if the sup inf in (2.1 ) is attained at a point x where cp is differentiable then
cp’ (x) = ~. Note that §3 a 0 in the orthogonal space F2 defined by 1’ 0,
and that the transform does not depend on the choice of FI provided that it
is chosen so that conditions (A) and (B) are fulfilled. If we choose FI with
maximal dimension so that Q is negative definite there then Q2 is positive
definite in F2. We shall study the Legendre transform of quadratic forms much
more in Section 5.
=

REMARK.

The

preceding example easily

shows that the set of functions

satisfying (A) and (B) is not closed under addition. If we take £1 = E2 = R 2
and Fi = R x {O}, cp(x)
then cp
+
+
-x 1 + x2 ,
&#x3E;
and
if
a
0
and
b2
ac.
+
However,
(A)
(B)
and 1fr satisfy
cp(x)
does not satisfy (B) unless b2 &#x3E; (a -1 ) (c ~--1 ) . If
=

=

=

but cp + 1/1 does not. If we choose a
0 and c = a - 2 then
the conditions on b can be fulfilled. By the inversion formula for Legendre
transforms we conclude that the same problem occurs if one wants to define a
"critical convolution" by (0.5). The reason for these flaws is of course that (B)
is quite weak in the sense that it does not give any information on where the
infimum in (2.3) is attained. In Section 3 we shall introduce more restrictive
conditions which eliminate this problem.

then 1/1 satisfies (B)

EXAMPLE 2.5. The hypotheses (A) and (B) are satisfied
R 2 and F1 = R x
weird functions. For example, if E1 - E2
=

obviously

satisfies (A) for any

by some
{0} then

rather

1/1, and (B) is valid if 1/1 takes its values in

(201300, +oo] since

which is
at one

a concave

point

function of x2

at most. The

when ~ is fixed.

Legendre

transform is

It is

equal

to -oo

except
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The

is that (B) only guarantees that (D1 is separately
semicontinuous in the variables X and ~ . The
set where 4$i1 is finite may therefore be quite complicated. It would not make
invariant sense to
to be a concave function, for
concave

point of this example
separately upper

and

If ~ 1 (X, ~ ) were concave as a function of (X, ~ ) then the right-hand side would
be concave too. Replacing t7
and letting t ~ +00 after division by t we
would conclude that (X, 17) is a concave function in Rx F2 which is not true.
However, if a supplement of F, in Ei is fixed, then the preceding objection is no
longer valid. This is the situation that will be studied in Section 3. It occurs
naturally in the applications to the Laplace transformation where El = C",
Fi = R", which has the natural supplement
There is a lack of symmetry between (2.1 ) and (2.2) - the order of the
supremum and infimum is reversed. This can be replaced by another asymmetry
with a modified definition which is much better adapted to the application to
the Fourier-Laplace transformation. Thus we define

This

so

means

-cpt

that

is the

Legendre

transform of

~(2013’)

in the

sense

(2.1). If w satisfies (A)

and

(B )

(Dt (X, )

supx-X ((jc, ) + cp(x)) is
function of X E R 1,
then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
=

convex

and lower semicontinuous

as

a

so the iterated transformation (2.11) behaves just as the iterated Fourier(-Laplace)
transformation. We shall refer to the normalization (2.11) as the modified the
Legendre transform whenever a confusion seems possible.
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3. - The

Legendre transform of concave-convex functions

For the sake of

simplicity

we

assume from now on that El and E2 are finite
(x, ~ ) H ~x, ~ ~ is non-degenerate.

Choose a supplement G1 of FI in El, so that E1 - Fi g3 G 1. If G2 is the
annihilator of GI in E2 and F2 as before is the annihilator of FI in E2, it
follows that E2
F2EÐG2. We shall denote the elements in El by (x, y) where
x E Fi and y E Gi1 and those in E2 by (~, q) where ~ E F2 and q E G2. The
bilinear form defining the duality of El and E2 can be written
=

where we shall usually omit the subscripts. We identify R1 with Gi1 and R2
with G2 now. If cp is a function in El then (2.3) and (2.4) take the form

and (2.7) states that if

This is

quite obvious,

z

then

,

for

1]) ~ -~2(y, q) and ~2(y, r~) -~1 (y, q). Thus we get
implies
necessity of condition (B) which can be stated
(B) y r+
1]) is concave and upper semicontinuous,
for y - XP2(Y, 77) is. obviously convex and lower semicontinuous. The sufficiency proved in Lemma 2.3 also follows right away, for
which

again

the

condition (A), and since
from (B ) that

by

and this

gives

~p(~, r~)

the inversion formula

=

SUPyeGI ((y, ~)

+

~l (y, r~)) it follows
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Thus our present hypotheses give a slightly simpler proof of the results in
Section 2. However, the main point is that we can now introduce stronger
hypotheses which will be natural in the application to the Laplace transformation
in Section 4.
By condition (B) WI (y, 17) is concave and upper semicontinuous as a function of y E G 1, and the definition shows that it has these properties also as a
function oaf 17 E G2. Conversely, every function T, in GEB G2 with these properties defines by (3.3) a function cp(x, y) for which the conditions (A) and (B),
hence the inversion formula, are valid. In the rest of this section we shall
strengthen these properties to

17) defined in (3.1) is

and upper semicontinuous.
This condition has been studied before by Rockafellar [10] where the relation to the saddle functions introduced in [9] was established. The results
in this section could therefore be extracted from [9], [10] but we shall give a
selfcontained exposition emphasizing the facts we need in Section 6.
Condition (C) is much stronger separate concavity and separate semicontinuity. Our next goal is to express it (C) in terms of the corresponding function
cp in E1I defined by (3.3). However, before doing so we shall switch to the
modified definition of the Legendre transform in (2.11), so we set

(C) The function

~p~(~, 1])

concave

2013~(2013~, -1]) with
where
1]
)
-~’1 (J’~ -~I) _ 4$ (y,

This

means

that

the condition

(C)t

=

The condition

(A)

means

by (3.5)

is

convex

that

and lower semicontinuous in

(-00,+00].
that

The infimum is a convex function of y, for if
A
and 0
1, then

means

earlier notation, and since

(C) becomes

The function 4$ defined
Gi ? G2 with values in

which

our

4S (yj ,

(x,

Cj, j

=

0, 1,
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where the
Set

right-hand

side should be

interpreted

as

+oo if

one

of the terms is

and let

be the projections of M in Gland G2 respectively. If y fj. Y1 then
y) =
-f-oo for every x E Fl but if y E Yi then FI 3 x t---+ cp(x, y) is a concave
function with values in [-00,+(0).
The relative interior Yl and the affine hull
of Yj are the projections
in Gj of Mo and ah(M). In fact, a simplex S C M with ah(S) = ah(M) is
and the
projected to a convex polyhedron Sj C Yj in Gj with ah(Sj)
relative interior of Sj is projected to the relative interior of Sj.
=

PROPOSITION 3.1.

and Y, is defined by (3.9), then
If cp satisfies (A) and
(i) cp(x, y) _
ifx E F, and y E G1 B YI.
(ii) FI 3 x H
y) is a concave upper semicontinuous function 0 -00 with
values in [-oo, +(0) if y E Y1.
(iii) YI 3 y H cp(x, y) is convex with values in [ -00, +(0) for every x E Fl.
(iv) If yo E Yi B Y1 and YI E Y1, then
cp(x, yo) is the upper semicontinuous
regularization of x H
cp(x, ( 1 - À)Yo -fIf yo E Y 1 B Yi. then the
limit has no upper semicontinuous concave majorant except
and Y, is a convex
Conversely, if cp is a function in E1 with values in [-00,
subset of G 1 such that the conditions (i)-(iv) are fulfilled, then conditions (A) and (C)t
are fulfilled. We also have
(v) There is a convex subset X1 of F, such that
y) = -00 in ( Fl B X 1 ) x Y1
and Y1 3 y H cp (x, y) is a (continuous) convex function for every x E X 1. If
K is a compact subset of Yo and yo E K, then the convex functions

uniformly bounded and equicontinuous when x E X 1. If x ~ X 1 B X 1 and
Yo
(1 - À)yo +
Y1, y E Y1, then cp(x, yo )
PROOF. (i) and (ii) follow from (A), for if cp(., y) == -00
== -00.
Since cp(x, y)
when y E YI we have already proved (iii) in (3.7).
With yo and YI as in (iv) it follows from Proposition 1.2 and (3.7) that
exists and that
1§r (x)
cp(x, yo); it is clear
is concave. To prove that the upper semicontinuous regularization of
is equal to cp(., yo ) assume that 170 E G2 and that (x,
o0
+
are

=

=

when x

E

Fl. Choose

1711

so

that

E

M° and consider the function
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It is convex in h and the limit as h - 0 is A. When k
1 it has
so it is bounded by ( 1 - X) A
when 0
h j 1. Thus
=

a

bound B,

This implies
qo) j A, for (D is lower semicontinuous by condition (C)~. Thus we have proved that 4$(yo, 170) :s supx (~x, 170) + 1/I(x)), and
the opposite inequality is valid
Since * is concave it
follows that ~p ( ~, yo) is the upper semicontinuous regularization of 1/1. If yo E Y1
and the limit 1/1’ has an upper semicontinuous concave majorant 0 +00 then we
can choose qo e G2 and A so that (x, 170) +
oo and conclude as
before
A, hence that yo E Yl . This proves (iv).
Assume now instead that (i)-(iv) are fulfilled. Condition (A) follows from (i)
and (ii). The function 4) defined by (3.5) is convex,
17) = +00 if
y V Yi, and since

for every x E FI by condition (iii), it follows that (D is convex in
G2 with values in (201300, -f-oo]. To prove that (D is lower semicontinuous
assume that
A
oo. This means that
i7j) ~ (yo, i7o) and

is

convex

YI

x

which implies that yj
function Yi 3 y «

Y1. If Yo E Yi and cp(x, yo)

E

y) is continuous

&#x3E; -oo

then the

convex

at yo. Hence

that is,
If yo E

Yf,

if

By

y°

E

it follows from

condition

Proposition

1.2 that

(iv) this implies that

which means that I&#x3E; (yO,
A. This completes the proof that 0 is lower
semicontinuous.
The convexity of YI 3 y H cp(x, y) proves that this function is - -oo in
if
Yf it takes the value -oo. Thus

is independent of the choice of yi E yt. Since x H cp(x, yl ) is concave it
is obvious that Xi1 is convex, and Xi # 0 by condition (ii). If yo E YI B Yi
and y1 E yt the
exists, it is a
concave function, equal to - oo in FI B Xi, and the smallest concave upper
semicontinuous majorant is cp(., yo) by condition (iv). Hence it follows from
=
cp(x, yo) if X E Xl or x E FI B X 1. The remaining
Proposition 1.2
statements in (v) are consequences of the following lemma:
=
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LEMMA 3.2. Let

v

be

a

real valued nonnegativefunction in

such that v(x, y) is a convex (concave) function of x (of y) for fixed y
Then v is continuous, and if M is the mean value of v in B then

(fixed x).

real valued convex (concave) function is continuous, and
pointwise convergence of a sequence of convex functions implies locally uniform
convergence, it is clear that v is continuous. We have v (0, y) ~ v (0,
by the concavity in y, and
PROOF. Since

since v (0,

y)

a

2 (v (x, y) + v (-x, y))

since 0

the

convexity

in

x.

Hence

fo

and since

b -Iyl,

by

=
drl(it + 1) it follows that v(0, 0)
If we apply this estimate to balls with centers x, y and
we obtain (3.10). The concavity in y and the convexity in x give

v(x, y) (~ + 1)2v+JlM in

EXAMPLE 3.1. The

function cp

in

2 B.

This proves

defined

(3.11).

by

satisfies (A) and (C)t. We have Y, = {y ; y &#x3E; 0}, Xl
{x; x &#x3E; 01. Note that
0 when y = 0 E Yi B Yf. This
y)
y ) = -00 when y e Yf but
proves that regularization had to be taken in condition (iv) and that we had to
assume x E X I B X~ in condition (v).
=

-

The function cp in Proposition 3.1 is determined by the restriction to X~ x Y’
where it is a continuous real valued concave-convex function. By the remark
after Proposition 1.2 it is first determined in F, x YI in view of condition (ii);
it is then determined in FI x Y1 in view of condition (iv), and finally it is equal
in F, x (G 1 B Y 1 ). This argument also gives a complete analogue of
to
the remark following Proposition 1.2:
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Xand Y, be relatively open convex subsets of F, and
of G l, and let cP be a real valued function in X1 x YI such that X1 3 x H cp(x, y)
is concave for every y E Y, and YI 3 y F-+ cp(x, y) is convex for every x E X I Then cp is locally Lipschitz continuous in X1 x YI, and there is a unique extension
y) = -00 if
ofcp to Eisatisfying the conditions in Proposition 3.1 such that

Summing up, the functions satisfying (A) and (C)t can either be identified
with the lower semicontinuous convex functions in G1 x G2 with values in
(-cxJ, +oo] or else with the concave-convex functions in a product X1 x Y,
of convex relatively open convex subsets of FI and Gi1 called saddle-elements
in [9]. This result was proved in [10].
If Cpj is an increasing (decreasing) sequence of functions satisfying (A)
and (C)~, then the corresponding functions ~~ in Ci1 x G2 defined by (3.5)
are also increasing (decreasing) to a convex limit 4&#x3E;. In the case of increasing
sequences the limit (D is automatically lower semicontinuous, but in the case
of decreasing sequences we must take the lower semicontinuous regularization
(which may be n -oo). Our next aim is to examine in what sense the functions Cpj converge to the function cp corresponding to (the lower semicontinuous
regularization

If Cpj is an increasing sequence satisfying (A) and (C)t

then
the
smallest
semicontinuous
G
1 is
upper
majorant
the function cp which for fixed y
of lim Cpj also satisfies these conditions. If and 4) are the corresponding functions
in G1 x G 2 defined by (3.5), then
f 4&#x3E;.
PROPOSITION 3.4.

E

is convex and lower
PROOF. The limit (D of the increasing sequence
y) is defined by (3.6) then cp satisfies (A) and (C)t,

semicontinuous, and if

On the other hand,

which

if
Thus

means

that

is the

largest

upper semicontinuous

concave

and it follows that there is in fact equality since
opposite inequality. The proof is complete.

we

majorant

have

of

* (-, y).

already proved

the
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PROPOSITION 3.5. If wj is a decreasing sequence satisfying (A) and
then
either
which is equal to lim ~p~
a) there is a unique function cP satisfying (A) and
when y is in the relative interior YI of the set where the limit is not identically
+oo and is equal to -+-oo when y ~ Y I; or else

locally uniformly in Fl x YI.
(D are the corresponding functions in G 1 x G2 defined by (3.5), then 4) is
the largest lower semicontinuous convex minorant of lim
in case a), but -00 is
the only lower semicontinuous convex minorant of lim
in case b).
PROOF.
-oo is the largest lower semicontinuous minorant of lim
and w is defined by (3.6), then
satisfies (A) and (C), and since 4$j we
Thus ~3
have w
where
y) Q +00
limcpj. The convex set
increases with j. The dimension of the affine hull can only increase a finite

b) wj
If 4$ j and

=

number of times so we may assume that it is constant. The relative interior Y,
of Uj Yi, j is therefore the union of the relative interiors of the sets Fij, and
is concave and upper semicontinuous with respect to x when y E Yi.
Since cp(x, y)
+oo when y E Yi, it follows from (ii) in Proposition 3.1
that ~p ( ~ ,
when y1 E YI. If
then YI 3 y H
y)
is a convex real valued function which is a locally uniform limit of the decreasing
y). Hence it’follows from Proposition 3.3
sequence of convex functions
that there is a unique function 1fr1 satisfying (A) and
which is equal to
we
1/1 in FI x YI and in FI x (G2 B Y 1 ) (where it is +(0). Since
if ~1 is the function corresponding to
have
defined by (3.5). This
which completes the proof
implies WI (y, q) s 4$(y, 17), hence 1fr1 :S cP
that w
lim wj in FI x YI.
If wj - -oo pointwise in FI x YI it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the
convergence is locally uniform. On the other hand, if CPj (xo, yo) has a finite
lower bound for some (xo, yo) E FI x YI then CPj (xo, y) also has a finite lower
bound for every y E Yi, and 1/1
lim CPj satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) of Proposition 3.1
in FI x YI. By Proposition 3.3 we can again extend 1fr from FI x YI to a
in El1 satisfying (A) and (C)~ with
function
for every j. Hence
so lim
has a lower semicontinuous minorant =1= -oo. This completes
the proof.
=

=

Our next goal is to prove an analogue of Proposition 1.5 for the modified
transform of the sum w of two functions CPI and w2 satisfying (A)
and (C). However, since p may take both the values
the definition
of the sum is not obvious. Let 4$j be the function defined by (3.5) with w

Legendre

replaced by wj and
by wj. The sum
when y

E

write

Y:’

for the set Yk defined

by (3.9) with w replaced
[201300,+00)
unambiguously defined
is

Yil n Yi2.

conditions (A) and (Cl’ and CPI (x, y) +
y in the relative interior Yl of the
n
convex set
then we define w =
as the function satisfying (A)
and (C)t which is equal to ~01 + w2 in Fl x Yt and is
outside the closure.
DEFINITION 3.6. If CPI and w2

y)

&#x3E; -00

for

some x E

Yi2,

satisfy

FI and

some
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Note that it follows from the convexity of CPj (x, z) in
for every ,z E yt. The justification for the definition is
lemma.
LEMMA 3.7. If cP =
lower semicontinuous convex

Z E yt that CPj (x, z) E R
given by the following

as in Definition 3.6,
function with

17)

There is equality in the relative interior of M, defined by (3.8), that is,
171)
(D2(Y, q2)
interior of i(y, i7l + 172);
PROOF. When y E Yl we have

which is

a concave

4$ (y, 1J)

for fixed y

function fl ~oo. Hence it follows
E Yl is the largest minorant of

from

is the

largest

in the relative

Proposition

1.5 that

which is lower semicontinuous with respect to 17. By the remark after Proposition 1.2 (D is the only lower semicontinuous convex function which has this
in the complement of the closure,
property in Yi x G2 and is equal to
which proves the lemma, for the infimum in (3.13) is convex, hence continuous
in the relative interior of the convex set where it is finite. We can therefore
also regard (D as the extension of the right-hand side of (3.13) from M° to
G1 EÐ G2 given in Proposition 1.2 and the remark after it.

When 71 E Y2 then the convex set {y E G i ; (y, 17) E M} has a dense subset
where (y, 17) E M°, for there are such points since Y2 is the projection of M°,
and an open interval in M with one end point in M° is contained in M°. Hence

following analogue of Proposition 1.5:
THEOREM 3.8. Let CPI and CP2 satisfy conditions (A) and (C)~, and assume that
~pl (x, y) -f- CP2 (x, y) &#x3E; -00 for some x E F, and some y in the relative interior Y1
as in Definition 3.6
that
of the convex set Yil n Yi2. With cP
such that
(~, 1]) is the function satisfying (A) and
by Proposition

1.5. This proves the

=

and cp t (~,

when 1] ~ Y2.
1])
+ Q2 ~ 1 (y ~ ?7i)+~(y. q2)
=

Here

Y2 is the relative interior of the convex set
E
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4. - The

Fourier-Laplace transformation
a function in C" satisfying the conditions (A) and (B)t with
the real subspace and the duality in C" defined by the bilinear form
Im(z, ~), that is,

Let cp be

respect

to

(z, ~) H
(A) JRn 3

+ iy) is for fixed y E R" either identically +00
and upper semicontinuous with values in [-oo,
For every q E R"
x

or

else

concave

(B ) ~

is convex and lower semicontinuous with values in (201300, +00] as a function
of y. (This is trivially true also
’7) as a function of t7 for fixed y.)

cpt

If

The

is the

Legendre

following

transform defined in

definition

was

(2.11), then

introduced in [5]:

DEFINITION 4.1. If cp satisfies (A) and (Bl’ we denote by
the set of
in
with
the
valued
functions
defined
f z E C"; cp(z) cxJ)
f
following
complex

S~

properties:
(i)

f (x + i y) is infinitely differentiable in the domain of definition
+
(x iy), and for arbitrary polynomials P and Q there is a constant
such that
x H

of

f

CP Q

t7) oo, j = 0, 1, for some 17 E R", and if a
yo, y 1 E
is any multiindex, then w H 8§J f(x -~ iyo +
yo)) is continuous in
I and analytic in the interior.

(ii) If

S§
in

is

a

(4.4)

locally
as

When

topological

convex

seminorms.

f

E

S~

we

define the

when

By (4.2) one can find y
(y, Re Ç) ~- ~ (y, Im Ç),
n + 1

vector space with the best constants

we

conclude

oo

Fourier-Laplace transform

q)

q) oo, thus
using (4.4) with Q =
using (4.2) that the integral

=

i

of

f by

Im ~ .

such
so

1 and P (z) = z" where
in (4.5) exists and that the
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S~.

infimum over y is bounded
times a seminorm of f in
It follows
from condition (ii) and Cauchy’s integral formula that the integral is independent
of the choice of y. Since the Fourier-Laplace transform of
is
and the order of the factors in (4.4) is irrelevant for the
existence of estimates (4.4) for all P and Q, the asserted continuity follows,
and i has the property (i) with cp replaced by cpt. To verify (ii) we must
Ilgn such
consider two vectors 170,
i
0, 1, for some
i7i)
i7o)) is bounded when 0 h 1.
y E IIgn. This implies that 4)(y, 1]0
Thus
=

where the integral is
estimated by

locally uniformly convergent

analyticity follows, for
inversion formula gives f (z)
The

is valid for
THEOREM 4.2.

it is

since the

integrand

can

be

analytic function of w. Since Fourier’s
(2TC)nf(-z), and the inversion formula cptt(z)
the modified Legendre transformation, we have now proved:
The Laplace transformation is a topological isomorphism of S~
an

=

=

on
’

following example shows that the definition of S may not require any
analyticity at all even if cp is finite everywhere:
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let cp(x + iy) = xy + 1jJ(y), x, y E R (cf. Example 2.5).
Then (A) is obviously satisfied and
The

of functions
Thus S§theconsists
condition

in C which

are

infinitely

differentiable in x and

satisfy

for

so

in

arbitrary nonnegative integers j

and k. We have

Fourier-Laplace transform is essentially the Fourier transform of functions
S(R) depending on a parameter Im ~ but otherwise unrelated apart from a

the

decay

at

infinity

after

some

normalization. This is

not very

interesting

so we
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shall now introduce a stronger version of the condition
which makes the analyticity conditions relevant.
At first

(ii)’

M

=

w

«

we

just

assume

the

1])

00}

{(y,

C;11m wi :s 1 }, analytic in
for

some

(ii) in Definition 4.1

version of

(ii):
M,
j
= 0, 1, then
(yj,
is for every a continuous in the strip {w E
the interior, and bounded by

following strengthened
is

convex

constants C and a with a

and if

E

yr.

Since

it follows from

by CpQ
that if (y~,,
Repeating

three line theorem that the left-hand side is bounded
h E (0, 1). This means
when Imw
then
À)(Yo, no) +

(ii)’ and. the

=

=

(1 -

the argument N times

we

conclude that

Hence

if the epigraph {(y, 1), t); t ~
1})} of (Do is the convex hull of the epigraph
of 1&#x3E;. A mild additional continuity hypothesis on f allows us to take the closure
of the epigraph of
that is, replace (D by the largest lower semicontinuous
convex minorant 4),1 of (D and cp by CPI (x + iy) = inf1J ((D 1 (y, 17) - (x, 1})), which
is then a function satisfying (A) and

(C)~

The function (D defined

This motivates the

by (4.1)

is

convex

and lower semicontinuous in

following:

DEFINITION 4.3. If w satisfies (A) and
complex valued functions f defined in [Z E

(C)~

we

denote

by S~

the set of

00}

with the

following

properties:
(i) JRn 3 x H f (x + iy) is infinitely differentiable in the domain of definition
of f (x + iy), and for arbitrary polynomials P and Q there is a constant

CPQ

such that
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yo, yl E
i7j) 00, j = 0, 1, for some ?7j E R", and if a
is any multiindex, then w H
+ iyo -fyo)) is continuous in
and analytic in the interior.

(ii) If

Sep

is

in

(4.4)

a

locally
as

convex

topological

vector space with the best constants

CpQ

seminorms.

There is

an

analogue

of Theorem 4.2:

THEOREM 4.4. Ifw satisfies (A) and (C)~,
topological isomorphism of Sep on Sept.

then the Laplace

transformation is a

PROOF. By Theorem 4.2 we only have to prove that the stronger analyticity
property (ii) in Definition 4.3 is inherited by the Laplace transform. To do so
1
we assume
oo for j
0, 1. Then we have for 0
=

The integral is locally uniformly convergent and the
so the analyticity is obvious.

integrand

is

analytic

in w,

REMARK. If the interior M° of M
{(y, 17); 4$(y, yy) oo} is connected
and dense in M, then condition (ii) in Definition 4.1 already implies that (D may
be replaced by the largest convex minorant (Do and that the stronger analyticity
condition (ii)’ is valid for the corresponding function
This follows from
Bochner’s theorem. However, since the arguments based on (ii)’ were only
intended as a motivation for Definition 4.3 we shall not give the details of the
=

proof.
From now on we assume that cp satisfies (A) and (C)~ . We want to examine
be replaced by a smaller function with these properties without changing
the space S,,. As in Section 3 we set

if w

can

for

some

a translation of w we can attain that ah(Yi) contains the origin, and
shall then denote this vector subspace of R’ by Vi . If f E Sq; it follows
from condition (ii) in Definition 4.3 and Hartogs’ theorem that

By making
we

is

analytic, and by
quotient by CPQ is
defined in R"

x

condition (i) the logarithm of the absolute value of the
then in the set V cp of functions with values in [-oo, ~-oo)
such that u s w and
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is plurisubharmonic for every x E R’~. Of course it may
contains the function which is = -oo; in that case S~ =

happen that V. only
101. Let

It is obvious that ~po
CPo(x + i y) is concave
cp, and we claim
when y E
To prove this we consider two arbitrary functions E V~ and
al , a2 E
non-negative with k+ h2 = 1, and observe that

the concavity of
if À 1 a1 -1- h2a2
0,

by

=

which proves the
lemma:
LEMMA 4.5.
C; 0 Im w

w

in the real direction. Hence
it follows that

so

concavity

of x H

+

iy).

To

proceed

we

need

a

simple

be

a family of non positive subharmonic functions in
x H V(x+iy)
SUPtEI V"
is a concave function for 0
1, then V is a continuous subharmonic function
y
and (0, 1 ) :3 y H V (x + i y) is convex when x E R. The function V has a continuous
extension to the closed strip. If v, are continuous in the closed strip with values in
[-oo, +oo) and x H V (x + i y) is concave also for y = 0 and y = 1, then V is
continuous in the closed strip.
fw

E

=

PROOF. The upper semicontinuous regularisation V of V is subharmonic and
0
equal to V almost everywhere, in fact except in a polar set. Since
we have
0, and it follows from Lemma 3.2 that V is continuous,
&#x3E; V (xo ~- i yo ) then
concave in x and convex in y. If
in
of
for
all
x
a
+
V(x iyo)
neighborhood xo for the concavity of V(x + iyo)
This
is
a contradiction since a polar set is a null set on
implies continuity.
= V.
V
From
the convexity and the upper bound it follows
line.
Hence
every
that V (x + i y) has a limit when y ~ 0, and it follows from the concavity
in x that the limit is a concave function and that the convergence is locally
uniform. With V(x) defined in this way we have
V (x ),e 7, if
+ iy) is continuous for 0 y
1, since this is true in the open strip.
is bounded above by the Poisson
Hence V (x) V (x). On the other
its
hence
the
Poisson integral of V (x) and
of
values,
boundary
by
integral
in the strip where 0
If V(xo) =
with E &#x3E; 0,
+
Im z
=
then
3 and
+ iy)
V(x + iy)
say,
sup,
V (x )_- s /2 when Ix &#x3E;
some
3
0.
for
This
that
is a
0
which
3,
V(xo) V (xo) - ~/2
y
implies
contradiction completing the proof, for the boundary value at y = 1 is handled
in the same way.

V (x 1 i)

1.
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From Lemma 3.2 it follows now that IR.n 3 x H
+ iy) is concave if
that
and that VI
is convex if x E
w y «
is plurisubharmonic, possibly - -oo. The set X= {x;
2013oo for some y E
is convex and invariant under translation in the direction
Thus ~po is a locally Lipschitz
Vl , and this is also true for the relative interior
continuous function in X 1 x F~ which is concave in the X 1 direction, convex in
the Yl direction and plurisubharmonic in the complex planes ( {x } + Vi) x i Vi.
Let CPI be its unique extension to Cn satisfying (A) and (C)~ which is equal to
- oo in (R" B X I) x F~ and +00 in R’ x (R’ B Y I). Then
and
even the seminorms CP Q are the same in the two spaces. Before stating the
result we introduce another definition:
y E

Yl ,

=

DEFINITION 4.6.
values in

P we shall denote the set of functions in C’ with
such that

By

H cp(x + i y) is either identically
or else concave and upper
semicontinuous with values in [-oo, +-oo).
(C)~ The function 0 in JRn+n defined by (4.1) is convex and lower semicontinuous ; thus Yl - {y E
4$ (y, yy) oo for some q E Rl is convex, with
relative interior Yl .
(P) For every x E R" the function

(A)

is

plurisubharmonic.

As already observed it follows that the set X1 of all x such that
for some W E ah(YI) x iY1 is convex and invariant under translations
preserving ah ( Yl ) . We have proved:
2013oo

THEOREM 4.7. If cp satisfies (A) and
then there is a function CPI
(P
with the same seminorms CP Q in the two spaces.
belonging to P such that Scp
=

REMARK. In Definition 4.3 we have required that a function f E Scp is
defined in {z E
Im z E Yl }. However, it suffices to assume that f is defined
in {z E en; 1m z E
with the estimates (4.4), for then it follows at once if
y E Yi that

exists if

E Yo and that it is independent of the choice of y°. This gives
extension of the definition of f with all the properties required in
Definition 4.3.
a

y°

unique

Theorem 4.7 combined with Theorem 4.4 suggests but does not prove that
the modified Legendre transformation is a bijection 7~ 2013~ P. This will be proved
in Section 6 after a preliminary discussion of the case of quadratic forms. In
the proof it will be important that P is closed under increasing or decreasing
limits:
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LEMMA 4.8.

If CPj

E

7~ is

an

increasing sequence then the limit cp defined as in

Proposition 3.4 is also in P.
PROOF. If Y, and X1 are defined as in Proposition 3.1 then CPj f cP locally
uniformly in X 1 x Y1. Hence the vector space defined by X 1 contains that
defined by Yl , and
I

is plurisubharmonic when x + ah(YI) C
of the plurisubharmonic functions w H
LEMMA 4.9. lf oj
tion 3.5, then w E P.

E

P is a

X’

decreasing

since it is
+ w).

a

locally

sequence with limit cP

uniform limit

as

in

Proposi-

PROOF. Since the limit of a decreasing sequence of plurisubharmonic functions is plurisubharmonic, this follows just as Lemma 4.8.

If wi and w2 satisfy the conditions (A) and
defined by Definition 3.6, then fl E
f2 E
Hence

interior

i

(Cl’ and cp wi%w2 can be
Sep2 implies f = fl f2 E Sep.
=

where w’

Yil

of

Y1

n

is described in Theorem 3.8. If y is in the relative
then f (x + i y) is well defined when x E R , n and

exists if Im §
171 + 172 and
end of Section 3.) Since
=

it follows that

f

is the

4$j (y, 17j)

oo.

(We keep the notation used

at the

corresponding convolution,

for some

(3.14) this easily confirms that

In view of

5. - The

flf2 EScpt.

Legendre transform of a quadratic form

then the Legendre
If Q is a real valued nonsingular quadratic form in
can be defined using (0.1)-(0.3). If we write Q(x) =
transform
x)
where A is a nonsingular
matrix then ~ = Ax, (jc,~) - 2 Q (x) and
so
has the same signature as Q.
Q (~ ) = Q (x )

Q

2 ~Ax,

symmetric
= ~(A’~,~), Q
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If

QI and Q2

forms in R" with
Q2 and
the same
For let F be a maximal
(and
subspace where Q2 is negative definite. Then F is also a maximal subspace
where Q1 is negative definite. Thus

nonsingular
signature, then QI Q2
are

quadratic

Q2).

which proves that
Q2.
Let us now consider a real valued
which is plurisubharmonic, that is,

Equivalently,

then the
form of

we

write

Q

=

Qo

+

form

Q in Can

Q1 where

Levi form Qo is positive semidefinite. We want to examine the Levi
Q, defined by the duality (Cn x (Cn ::1 (z, ~ ) H Im{z, Ç) where (z, Ç)

.
e.g.

if

nonsingular quadratic

=

To do

so

we

shall

use

a

well-known normal form for

Q.

(See

12].)

Siegel [11,

p.

LEMMA 5.1.

If the real quadratic form Q in (~n is strictly plurisubharmonic, that

is, the Hermitian matrix A in (5 .1 ) is positive definite, then there are new coordinates
( w 1, ... , wn ) in ~n such that

where À 1,

...,

Àn

are

nonnegative.

complex linear transformation we can diagonalize Qo, so we
that
Set B = (bjk). The problem is to reduce (Bz, z)
Qo(z) =
may
a
transformation
to
by unitary
diagonal form. The nonnegative Hermitian matrix
B*B = B B can be reduced by a unitary transformation to diagonal form, with
with
B2 real and symmetric,
nonnegative diagonal elements. If B =
then B* B
so
and
B,
B2 commute. They can
B2Bi)
+ B2 +
therefore be simultaneously reduced to diagonal form by a real orthogonal,
hence unitary, transformation. This gives B diagonal form so
PROOF.

By

a

assume

for some hj
form (5.2).

a

0 and real

Oj. Replacing

by wj

we

attain the desired
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If

is nondegenerate, then
the form

is

equal

to

Q

is

~,~ ~

1 and the

Legendre

transform

Q with respect

to

1 for every j, that is,
plurisubharmonic if and only if 0 Àj
In
that
is
also
definite
of course. It is
definite.
case
Q
positive
positive
more interesting for us that - Q is plurisubharmonic if and only if Àj &#x3E; 1 for
every j. This means that the signature of Q is n, n; in fact, Q is negative
definite in the n dimensional real subspace defined by Re ,z
0. In that case
Q is positive definite in the n dimensional real subspace where Re ~ = 0. This
leads easily to the proof of the following lemma:
LEMMA 5.2. If the real quadratic form Q in Cn is plurisubharmonic and
nondegenerate, then the signature is n + k, n - k where 0 k n, and - Q is
plurisubharmonic if and only if the signature of Q is n, n. If Q is plurisubharmonic then the Levi form has rank k and one can find new complex coordinates

Thus
Q is

=

(w 1,

...,

where 0

wn ) such that

~,~

1

when j - 1,..., k.

PROOF. If s &#x3E; 0 then
is strictly plurisubharmonic, and
Q, has the same signature as Q if s is small enough. ’However, Q, is of the
form (5.2) with suitable coordinates, and the signature is then n -~- k, n - k where
k is the number Of kj E [0, 1). By (5.3) the Levi form of Q, has k positive and
n - k negative eigenvalues. When 8 - 0 it follows that the Levi form of Q has
at most k positive and n - k negative
eigenvalues, so - Q is plurisubharmonic
if k
0. On the other hand, if Q and - Q are plurisubharmonic, then we
=

=

know that their signatures are n + k, n - k resp. n + I, 1l - I for some k, I &#x3E; 0.
Hence the signature of Q is n - l , n -~ l which proves that k = 1 = 0.
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If Q has signature n + k, n - k where 0 k n and both Q and Q are
plurisubharmonic, then the rank K of the Levi form of Q is at most equal to k,
for Q is the Legendre transform of Q, which also has signature n + k, n - k,
and there are no negative eigenvalues. We can choose the coordinates so that
and z" =
where z’
(z 1,
Q(Z) =
zn ) . In the
0
dimension
n
K
the
of
where
z’
subspace
signature of Re B is
complex
the
of
so
is
rank
2(n
z")),
K
)
~o
n - k, that is,
Q, Q where o
=

...

,

...

,

=

Since the terms are nonnegative it follows that K = k and that g = n - K. By
when
change of .z" coordinates we can therefore attain that B(z) =
.z’ = 0, and by completion of squares we can change them again so that all
product terms between z’ and z" coordinates are eliminated. Then Q attains
1 by the calculation which led to (5.2), now in
the form (5.4) where 0 ~,~
the z’ variables.
a

The preceding lemma is
endre transform by (2.11):

given

a more

useful form if

one

defines the

Leg-

LEMMA 5.3. If the real quadratic form Q in Cn is plurisubharmonic then
n. If it is equal to n then Q is nondegenerate
the negative index of inertia is
with signature n, n, and the critical value Q~ (~ ) of z H Im{z, Ç) + Q(z) is a
plurisubharmonic quadratic form with the same signature.

PROOF. If Q is negative definite in a subspace V of (Cn with dimR V &#x3E; n,
Q is negative definite in the complex vector space V n (i V ) of complex
dimension &#x3E; dimR V - n &#x3E; 0, which contradicts that Q is plurisubharmonic. If
dimR V = n then V n (i V ) = {OJ, and since the Levi form z H
is nonnegative, it follows that Q is positive definite in i V, so Q has signature
n, n. Hence Q~ is plurisubharmonic with signature n, n by Lemma 5.2.
then

REMARK. It is easy to prove the last statement in Lemma 5.3 without relying
the normal form in Lemma 5.1. To do so we may assume that Q is negative
definite in
The positivity of the Levi form means that Q (z) &#x3E; - Q (i z),
z E C’, so it follows from an observation at the beginning of this section that
6~) ~ ~6~(~). which means that the Levi form of Q~ is non-negative.
on

Although the preceding argument is very elementary, the conclusion is
quite obvious. Indeed, it would be false if instead we had considered
polynomials such that the Levi form is nonnegative just in the space CR n
generated by R n. As an example consider the polynomial
not

where B is a linear map in
for Q(x)
complex line in

It has

+ Q (i x )

signature
=

0 if x

harmonic on every
R". However, the Levi form

n, n and is
E
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is not

nonnegative

unless B is

symmetric.

We have

which shows that

A2 where A is positive, symmetric and isometric with B*, so
Here B B *
B*
OA where 0 is orthogonal. Hence the right-hand side can be written
=

=

If this is nonnegative for all E
and orthogonal 0, then A 2 (Id -f-A 2 ) -1 C Id for some constant C, that is, B B * = A2 - C(1 - C)-1 Id. This means
that B is conformal. Any other B gives a counterexample when multiplied to
the right by a suitable orthogonal matrix, so the Levi form of Q ~ is not always
nonnegative in CRn when that of Q is, provided that n &#x3E; 1.

Functions in the class P introduced in Definition 4.3 may be identically
in the complement of an affine subspace in the y variables. To handle
them we need a supplement to Lemma 5.3.
LEMMA 5.4. Let V be a linear subspace of R n and let Q be a nondegenerate
quadratic form in IRn E9i V such that Q is negative definite in Rnand the Levi form
of the restriction to the complex space V E9 i V is nonnegative. If

then
the direction

a plurisubharmonic quadratic form which
of the orthogonal space of V in :raen.

is translation invariant in

choose the coordinates so that V
f y e :raen; y~ == 0} where
and
we
shall
write
z"
=
(zv+
i
,
...
,
y’ =
Regarding Q as a
in
CCn
is
of
we
denote by Q8 the
form
which
Im
z’
y’
independent
quadratic
to
form
which
+
Qs
(z)
_
w when 8 - 0.
Q
(z)
converges
quadratic
The Levi form is equal to the sum ofIz’12/28, the Levi form of 3(0, z") and
so if the Levi
the Levi form of 6(~,z") - Q (o, z") . The latter is
PROOF. We
...

can

=

,

=
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form of Q (o, z") is a positive definite form in z", then it follows that the Levi
form of Qs is positive definite when 8 is small enough. Since

it follows when 3 - 0 that cpt is plurisubharmonic. Now cpt is really the
modified Legendre transform of the quadratic form Q in Rn ED i V in the dual
so it is translation invariant along
and depends continuously
on Q. Since
is nondegenerate and strictly plurisubharmonic in the
subspace where z’ = 0 if 8 is a sufficiently small positive number, it follows
when E - 0 that cpt is plurisubharmonic.

6. - The modified

Legendre transformation

Recall that the space P of functions in C’ introduced in Defintion 4.6 is
subset of the set of concave-convex functions satisfying (A) and (C)~, and
that this set is invariant under the modified Legendre transformation defined
by (4.1), (4.2). This section will be devoted to the proof that 7~ is also invariant:
a

THEOREM 6.1.
is a

Ifcp

E

P then cpt E P and cp tt (z)

=

~O (- Z), so P

:3 cp r-+

cpt

E P

bijection.

To make the idea of the proof transparent we shall first prove the special
where cp(z)
oo for every z E C’~. Then condition (P) requires cp to
be plurisubharmonic. If w m -oo then 4) =- -o~o and cpt - -oo, so we may
assume that cp =1= - 00.
case

LEMMA 6.2. Let S2 C

be an open convex set, and let cp be a plurisubharmonic
x H cp(x + iy) is concave
E S2}such
+ i y) is convex, that cp is locally
for every y E Q. Then it follows that
Y H
Lipschitz continuous and that there exist everywhere finite convex functions Ml and
M2 in JRv and in Q such that
E

C~; Im z

PROOF. Let 0
x E C~(C") be a function ofIzl only, with integral
1
to
and
support in the unit ball. Set
e-2vx(zje). Then ~£ equal
in
Q
if
C°°
E
E
E
Im
z
+
C~;
{z
SP * Xe
y
I yI ~ ~ { ~ and 1/1e ,J, cp as E 0. The convolution 1/1 e is also plurisubharmonic and it is concave in x, thus
0 and
0, which implies convexity with
x
]RV
For
subset
K
of
there is a constant C such
to
y.
respect
any compact
that
C in K for small E. If K is a ball then the mean value of 1/1 e in
K is bounded below by the mean value of cp in K. If we apply Lemma 3.2
to C - 1/1 e it follows that we have locally uniform bounds for 1/1 e and the first
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0 it follows that cp is a locally Lipschitz continuous
convex as a function of y.
+ icy) has an affine majorant for fixed y E Q, it follows

derivatives, and when E
function which is
Since x H
that

and since M2 is

for fixed x
the lemma.

E

-

convex as a

function of y it is continuous.

RB by the convexity in y, and since Mj1 is

Similarly

convex

this proves

If w is plurisubharmonic in C" and R" :3 x H cp (x + i y) is concave, it
follows from Lemma 6.2 that cp E P. Let 1/1 s be the regularization of w in the
proof of Lemma 6.2, and set with y, 8, ~ &#x3E; 0

C°°

This is

a

strictly

concave

function if y &#x3E; 0 and E
in the real direction if E &#x3E; 0. The supremum

3, and it is

strictly plurisubharmonic

is attained at a unique point x which is a C°° function of y and yy, for
+ iy) ~ -00 as x - 00. The supremum is a strictly convex
(x, r~~ +
C°° function of y and
il)lay a~pY,s,£(x + iy)lay, so the infimum
=

~py,~,£ (~,
of ~

77) of (y, ~)
and q. Thus

~- ~y,s,£ (y, q)

is taken at

a

point

y which is

a

C°° function

point of the right-hand side. It follows
at (~, 1J) is determined by that of
is strictly plurisubharmonic
5.3
shows that
at (x, y). Hence Lemma
When
in
the
real
(and strictly concave
direction).
y - 0 then
and ~py,s,£ ,~
by Proposition 3.5, so

where (x, y) is the unique critical
from (0.4) that the Hessian of

=

it follows from Lemma 4.9 that

t CPO,8,0(Z)

=

E

P. When 8

w(z)+3Imzl2 and

t

&#x3E;

0 is fixed and £

2013

0 then

CP6,8,0 by Proposition 3.4 which

is therefore also in P by Lemma 4.8. Finally, when 620130 then
cut
which is therefore in P, so we have proved Theorem 6.1 in this special case.
is just a convex function
Note that cpt is not necessarily finite in C~~, for
of Im z then
+00 when Im ~ ~ 0. Theorem 6.1 could therefore not be
valid without the generality in our definition of the class P.
=
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Passing now to the general proof of Theorem 6.1 we begin with a few
simple reductions. Since a translation of cp only causes a linear function to be
with the notation
added to cpt, we may assume that 0 E Xl and that 0 E
in Proposition 3.1. If xn - 0 in X~ then , = 0 in
which implies that
~p~ (~ ) is independent of ~n and as a function of (~l , ... , ~n-1 ) is the modified
Legendre transform of cp considered as a function in C’-’. Hence we may
assume without restriction that X 1 is an open convex subset of
We can
is defined by y" = (y,+I, ... , yn) = 0,
choose the coordinates so that
and can then consider Yl as an open convex subset S2 of R~ while X 1
=

x cv where w is an open convex subset of JRn-v. Condition (P) means that
cp(x + i (y’, 0)) is a plurisubharmonic function -oo in R~ x i Q when x" E (0
Here / = (yl, ... ,y,).
The proof of Lemma 6.2 is easily extended to the present situation:

R~

x cv) x
LEMMA 6.3. Let cp be a function in
where (J) is an open convex
subset ofJRn-v and S2 is an open convex subset ofJRv. Assume that cp is plurisubharx
when the component in (J) is fixed, and that cp is concave in
JRv x (o when the component in S2 is fixed. Then it follows that Q 3 y F-&#x3E;.
+ iy)
is convex, that cp is locally Lipschitz continuous and that there exist everywhere finite
x (J) and in S2 such that
convex functions MI and M2 in

PROOF. The convexity with respect to y follows it we apply Lemma 6.2 for
fixed x" E (o, and the other statements are then consequences of Lemma 3.2 as
in the proof of Lemma 6.2.
To achieve an approximation by smooth functions we shall choose a nonwith integral 1 and support in the unit ball which
negative function X1 E
with
only depends onlz’l, and an even nonnegative function X2 E
and
denote
the
convolution
and
of
1,
cp
integral
by
(x"/y2). If k is a compact subset of wand K is a compact subset of Q,
then
is a C°° function in a neighborhood of (JR v x k) x iK when y,
and y2 are small enough. It is clear that
is concave with respect to x
and plurisubharmonic with respect to z’ = x’ + i y’, and that
converges
to cp when yl , Y2 - 0. It is an increasing
locally uniformly in (JR v x w) x
function of YI by the plurisubharmonicity and a decreasing function of y2 by
the concavity. To obtain functions in 7~ for which we can determine the modified Legendre transform by differential calculus we must cut off by adding a
strictly convex function of y which becomes +oo outside a compact subset of
Q and subtracting a strictly convex function of x" which becomes +00 outside
a compact subset of a). Such functions are provided by the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.4.
sequence

of nonnegative

00É Q, UjQj Q,

subset ofJRv, then there is a decreasing
such that Qj
{x E S2;
convex functions
C°° in
and
I = 0 in S2; .
an

open

convex

Xi 9
X i 0E

=

x fl

Xi P(X)
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PROOF. The sets Kt - {x E S2; ~
t,IX 1 / t when y ~ S2 } are
convex, compact, and increase to S2 when t ~ oo. If 0 E Q, as we may
assume, then 0 is an interior point of Kt for t &#x3E; to, say. Then the distance
function dt which is positively homogeneous of degree one and equal to 1
on

aKt is

closely by
function

convex
a

on

C°°

and define g (s
to 0 in

)

=

’2

particular

in

CK

is
when s &#x3E; 1. The convex function
and equals +00 otherwise,
it is in Coo when dt (x)

+00

_1, if si is

t+ 2

dt . Thus

sufficiently

small and

dt

is

sufficiently

close to

---

has the desired
We

By regularization we can approximate dt arbitrarily
dt &#x3E; dt. Let g be the C°° convex increasing

function
(-oo, 1) defined by

equal
in

in R~.

convex

properties,

can now

for

Xi 9 is convex, Qj

and

= 0 there.

to+ J+2
of
the
Theorem
6.1, with the admissible
general proof
present

R" x wand Yf = { (y’, 0); y’ E S2 } where a) is an open
that X~
in JRn-v containing the origin and S2 is an open convex set in R’
containing the origin. With 0 E 8 and integers j, k we set
if y 0 Yl and

hypothesis

=

convex set

_

if y

is defined,
here YI , Y2 are assumed to be so small that
in x and pseudoconvex in z’, when y’ is in a neighborhood of Qj
and x" is in a neighborhood of Wk. In (6.3) ~-oo - (+00) shall be read as
too. Since
that is, CPe(z)
+oo if
+oo even if Xk (x") _
E
6 it is clear that ~pe is plurisubharmonic in z’, so it is a function in P.
For the corresponding function (Dg(y, q)
+ i y)) we have
q) +
if
and
+cxJ
0,
q)
y" #
E

Yl ;

concave

_

=

=

=

oo which is a Coo
The supremum is attained at some point x with Xr(x")
of
function of q and y’ when y’ is in a neighborhood of Qj. The infimum
a
which
at
point
(y’, ~’) ~ ~8 ((y’, 0), q) with respect to y’ is then also attained
is a C°° function of ~ and q. Thus

CPJ
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uniquely defined point where the right-hand side is critical with respect
is independent of ~" and as a function of ~’, 1] it
y’, so w§() +
is the modified Legendre transform of CPo (x + (y’, 0)). By (0.4) we conclude
that the Hessian of t at (~, 1]) is uniquely determined by that of ~pe at the
corresponding point (x, y’). Hence it follows from Lemma 5.4 that the Levi
form of w§ is nonnegative at (~,
We can now start with letting
0, which makes ~oo decrease, then
/2 ~ 0, which makes wo increase, then s l 0 which makes wo increase, then
3 j 0 which makes wo decrease, then j -~ oo which gives a decreasing sequence
and finally k ~ oo which gives an increasing sequence. The final limit is cp,
so using Propositions 3.4, 3.5 and Lemmas 4.8, 4.9 repeatedly as in the proof
of the special case of Theorem 6.1 above, we can conclude that cpt E P, which
completes the proof.
at a

to x and

Examples and properties of functions in P

7. -

We shall begin by giving an explicit example related to the spaces WM of
Gelfand and Silov [3], [4]. At first we shall only discuss the one dimensional
case.

PROPOSITION

7.1.7/’1~~2 then

is in P. Here zP is the continuous branch in the
With 1 /p -f- 1 /q = 1 we have

Here a

=

(p - 1)7T/2

E

right half plane

which is 1 at 1.

(0, Tc/2]. We have

PROOF. cp is harmonic when y ~ 0, continuous in C, and 8w(x + ~y)/9y
when y - ~0, which implies that ~p is subharmonic,
When y ~ 0 we have

=

which proves the concavity. To compute cpt we observe that if w is differentiable
0 and
at the critical point of xq + y~ +
+ iy) then 8yJ(x + iy) /8x + q
=
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This

= 0, hence the critical value is
the
first case in (7.2), with
gives
the critical value is attained for y = 0

=
I~I+ i17. In the
function of 117( only.
and since
When lql[
then - Re ( [ )( + i r~)q
we
which
in (7.2).
=
a
have
sin
a
second
case
the
+7T/2
aq
cos(aq) = gives
The derivative of
with respect to ~ exists and is equal to 0 when
+
=
for (q-l)a =7r/2, so (pt E cl and
1171
in the second case of (7.2) while
0 in the first case. Note that the passage
between the two definitions in (7.2) takes place at the first lines where passing
to a function oaf 17 only can lead to a function in C 1. However, cpt is never in

second

case

so

it is

a

=

=

=

C2 if q &#x3E; 2.
It follows from

(7.1) that

where

is

function of t, and (7.5)

a concave

To
of

that

we want to maximize a p (t ) / t . If the minimum in the definition
is attained at x then x f ° (x ) - p ( f (x ) - t ) - 0. This determines x
as a C°° function of t, for

optimize (7.5)

a p (t )
uniquely

Hence

ap(t)

ap(t),

that is

t

implies

=

E

is attained then ta’(t)
C~, and when the maximum of
so
x
=
and
then
f(x) = 0,
tan(nj2p)
ap(t) = tlxp, where
we
so
obtain
+ ix)P-1),
(7.3) which implies (7.4).
=

=

REMARK. The estimates (7.3) and
is subharmonic and
+ iy)

optimal, for if cp
2 and
where 1
p
&#x3E; bcos(nj2p) then w - -oo.
In fact, if we take z
iwllp
where
0 then cp(z) as a function of w is bounded above by
I in
the right half plane and is
-c’ I wI on the imaginary axis for some c’ &#x3E; 0,
hence not integrable with respect to
in an
open sector, and since cp is subharmonic it follows that cp --- -oo in C. Similarly (7.4)’ is optimal when q &#x3E; 2, which is seen by passing to the Legendre
transform.
(7.4)

are

in

a sense

=

COROLLARY 7.2. For every p

when x, y

E

R". Here

I I
.

E

( 1, oo) there is a function cp

is the Euclidean

norm.

E

Moreover, cp(O)

P(Cn) such that

=

0.
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PROOF.

properties.

By Proposition
We

can

choose

7.1 there exists a function wi
constant cp such that

E

with these

a

where
is the surface measure on the unit sphere Sn -11 in
for the righthand side is homogeneous of degree p and orthogonally invariant. Hence

is in

Peen) and satisfies (7.7).

of the form Sq; where cp satisfies
Gelfand and 0160ilov emphasized spaces
estimate of the form (7.7). The following proposition is essentially an
observation in [4, Section 1.4]:

Wt!

an

be a subharmonic function in C such that
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let cp
R 3 x 1-*
and
assume
is
+ i y) concave,
that for some even functions M and Q
on R

Then it follows that
for some constants a &#x3E; 0 and c.
PROOF. From (7.8) it follows

-f-oo unless

cp(x + iy)

= a(y2 - x2) + c

that

is bounded,
If F is bounded then the subharmonic function
hence constant, which implies that each of the subharmonic terms must be
is 0 so it must be a constant
harmonic. The harmonic function
=
and
-2a, where a &#x3E; 0,
a(y 2 _x 2) +bxy+cx+dy+f with constant
coefficients. Now the argument above also proves that
+ i y) + w(+y + ix)
is constant for all combinations of the signs, so the coefficients b, c, d must
vanish.
In the positive direction Gelfand and Silov [4, p. 11] stated that if I is a
0 as x --&#x3E; +oo then there
positive function on R such that
exists for every p &#x3E; 0 an entire analytic function f Q 0 in C such that

constants C and y. The statement was attributed to B. Ya. Levin.
it
However, is obviously false when p 1 and l (x ) =- 1, for an entire function
of exponential type cannot decrease exponentially on R. It is also false when
1, for the Phragmén-LÏndelöf theorem proves that f must be bounded,
p

for

some

=
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0. A stronger restriction on I is also
positive functions with
as x - oo we could take /(jc) - /2(~) for rational x and
irrational x and conclude that

hence
p

&#x3E;

a

constant

so

1, for if ll

f 12

required

are two

=

when
1
for

which contradicts Proposition 7.3 if 11 / 12 - 0 at infinity. It seems likely that
Gelfand and Silov had in mind the stronger conditions in Lewin [7] where it
is assumed that I is slowly increasing in the sense that
is bounded.
In that case we shall now prove the existence of appropriate subharmonic functions which will yield the required function f when combined with Theorem 8.3.
(Cf. Lewin [7].)
LEMMA 7.4.

that

then there exists a function y
0 as r
+oo and
oo.
For every E
r - 0 as r

If l satisfies (7.9)

-

1

as r -

hence y (r ) / log

and set for

PROOF. Let

Then y

and

E

we

have

=

- e (t - s ) if s t and s

With 0

with

p

proves
2

we

&#x3E;

large

0

we

r &#x3E;

have

0

0 when j =1= 0. For every s &#x3E; 0
large s which proves that
is large enough. Hence
E (t - s ) + y (et ) the last statement in the lemma with l , x , y replaced
-~

y (es ) &#x3E; 0, which
by ey, es, et.

COO (JR) such
oo for ev-

0

thus f Xj (t) dt / t

where
the derivative

E

shall

now

=

for

compute

when ~oo is defined in

analogy

(7 .1 ) by

We may
have

assume
-

that

y (r)

=

0 when
-

r
-

1, say. For 101[

n/2

and

r &#x3E;

0

we
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By

Lemma 7.3

when 0

With t

so

know that

log r

as a new

it is satisfied with

When 0

-

=

0 when

r - oo.

Since

~po + wi1 is subharmonic if wi1

variable the condition

can

and

=

be written

equality by

we have y (et-S ) - y (et )
ps /2 if t is large enough, since
+ y (et )
ps /2
infinity. When t /2 s t we have
o(t). Finally k ~ 0 at infinity so it follows by dominated

t /2

s
-~

since

k(r)

2, it follows that w

p

=

we

0 at

=

convergence that (7.10) converges to 0 when t ~ oo.
We shall now prove that the subharmonic function w = ~po + wi just constructed is concave with respect to x if 1
p 2. To do so we introduce
polar coordinates x r sin o, y = r cos 9 and note that a r/ ax x / r sin 0
and that
cos 0, hence
=

=

=

=

which after

some

computation gives

Note that (7.11) reduces to p ( 1 - p)rP cos((p - 2)9) when h (r) - rP which
agrees with a calculation in the proof of Proposition 7.1. To verify (7.11)
it suffices to check in addition that the coefficient of h"(r) in both sides
is r2cos(po) sin2 0 and that the coefficient of h is p sin(20) sin(po) _ p2 cos2 0
It follows from (7.11) that
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The dominating term in
the
is -p(p - 1) cos((p cosine factor is strictly positive since 0 2 - p
1. Hence it follows that
cp is concave with respect to x for large r. For arbitrarily large R we can
choose y (r) constant for r R while the estimates implied in Lemma 7.4 are
+ iy) is everywhere concave
independent of R. If R is large enough then
with respect to x. By (7.3) we have

PROPOSITION 7.5. Let 1
2 and let I be a slowly increasing function
p
in (7.9). If a &#x3E; (tan(n j2p))P there exists a subharmonic function cp =1= -00
such that R 3 x H
+ i y) is concave and

as

Multiplication of the function ~oo + wi just constructed by a suitable
gives a function satisfying (7.12) for large x + iy, and subtraction
suitable constant gives the estimate in the whole plane. If 8 is so small

PROOF.
constant

of a
that a

&#x3E;

(1 +

we can even

choose cP

so

that

It suffices to prove that (7.12)’ implies (7.13) for large x + iy, for subtraction
of a constant from w will then give the desired bound in the entire complex
plane. If (7.13) is not valid at x + iy then

Assume first

that

!y!.

Then

- 1 when x - 00 it follows that
Since
is large. But 1(lyl)/I(lxl) is then also close to 1 which gives
Next assume thatIx I :slyl. Then

which for

so

I

which

proof.

largeIylI implies

must also be

gives

a

large.

bound

for

a

alylp if
contradiction.

that

Hence

[ and hence

) by Lemma 7.4,
a

contradiction. This

completes

so

the
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passage to the Legendre transform we can get a similar result when
but
we leave this for the reader.
2,
p
We shall now modify (7.2) to a construction of functions in P which
decrease very rapidly on R. To do so we start from any even function 1/1 on
{x e R; Ix( &#x3E; a } such that

By

&#x3E;

example is ~(jc)
implicit function theorem
An
x

=

where 0

=

X (t ) &#x3E; a when t &#x3E; b

=

=

It follows from the definition of X that
have

function of

which proves that a2cp(x + iy)jax2
cp(x +iy) is concave. We have
when x &#x3E; X (y2 + b), and V(y) =
convex since

0 when

right-hand
equal to

an

x H

is odd and

increasing

for y

&#x3E;

is continuous, and

+

increasing

The
it is

side is

8w(x

y2,

O~p(x + iy) =
+ b))

0. Since cp

E

By (7.14) and the
has a unique solution
0. Now define

1.

y

equation 1/1’ (x) t ~/r~ "’ (x )
1/r~’ (a ) / 1/r~ "’ (a ), and X’(t) &#x3E;

the

and when

x

=

if in addition ~’(x) ?

0 when x &#x3E; 0.

b)

+ b), hence that
+
1/I"(x) (y2 +b)~~4&#x3E;(x) &#x3E; 0
+ (y2 + b)1/I"(X(y2 + b)) is
&#x3E;

C1 it follows that

cp is subharmonic.

PROPOSITION 7.6. If1/l E C4 is even, and satisfies (7.14) on [a, 00),
function cp defined by (7 .15 ) is in P(C) if b ~’ (a ) / ~ "’ (a ), and
=

+

we

then the
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PROOF. It

just

remains to prove

The right-hand side is concave and
maximum of the left-hand side for
X (2(y2 -f- b)), which proves (7.16).

(7.16). We have

decreasing
x E

when x

&#x3E;

X (2(y2 -~ b)),

R is assumed when

+

so

b)

the

x

&#x3E; 1, for some y E (o, 1 ),
In the example where 1fr(x)
exp(lxIY) when
have
1 and
which means a very fast increase of the second term on the right-hand side
of (7.16). This suggests that it is not possible for cp to decrease as fast as -elxl
on R, and this will now be proved.
Let us first recall the explicit formula for the Poisson kernel in a strip. The
is mapped to the right half plane by the map
strip
ex eiy . When z 7ri/2 then ez i e . Hence the formula
,z H w
for the Poisson kernel in the right half plane gives that the Poisson kernel in
the strip is

Ixl

=

we

=

=

Green’s function at

(z, ) E SZ

Hence it follows from Riesz’
function in S2 and v(z) 5

x

=

x

+

representation
in Q for

i y, _

+

i 77, is

formula that if v is
some a
1, then

a

subharmonic

Here
stands for a measure
I d~, but if v (x -~ i y) is concave
with respect to x it is of course a concave function. The global hypothesis is
then automatically fulfilled if the boundary values exist. (See Lemma 4.5.) In
particular, the two integrals converge, and we have

v (~ ~ 2 ~ i ~ d~
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conclude that
7r, and since v(§ +
+ c~~, it follows that each of the terms in the right-hand side gives
which agrees with the convexity. We also obtain
contribution :s
we

a

(±7),

Thus a local bound for the convexity in the y variable gives a global bound
for the concavity in the x variable. Since the first factor of the integrand is
e-t when
an increasing function of II on each half axis, and
t &#x3E; 0, it follows that
For

a concave

function

f

R

on

we

have, with f " denoting

negative

measure,

is finite when y

Im z

a

hence

so we

By

a

y+

obtain from (7.17)

change

n a

of variables it follows that if v

E

then

v(iy) is affine linear when y E I, then
particular this means that if
I
linear
when
so
that
is
E
v(x, y) a (y)x + b (y) with b linear.
y
v (x + iy)
The subharmonicity gives that a is also linear, hence v (x , y)
when y E I, with a change of notation. It is remarkable that flatness of v in y
on a single vertical interval determines v almost completely in the corresponding
horizontal strip.
If v E P(C) is finite in C then it follows from (7.20) that v(x + i y) O(eslxl) for every E &#x3E; 0 when y is fixed. On the other hand, for arbitrary
y E (0, 1) we have constructed an example where v(x -1~- hy(y)
In

x H

=

=

for

some convex

function

hy.

*
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8. - On the existence of functions in

S,,

is
We recall that by Theorem 4.7 it suffices in principle to examine if
trivial when cp E P, although as we have seen in Section 7 it is not straightforward to pass from other functions cp to the largest minorant in P. We shall
in fact mainly restrict ourselves to the simplest case where cp is a subharmonic
function in C which is concave in the real direction.
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let cp be a subharmonic function in C and assume that there is
I e~’(z)
entire function f # 0 and a positive number N such that (1-fwhen z E C. Then it follows that the total mass of the positive measure
is
at least equal to N. If f E
then the mass is infinite.
PROOF. There is nothing to prove unless the total mass of the measure
dcp/21r is finite. Then we can write
an

=

where h is harmonic, and

If

we

take the

mean

value

Hence it follows that
a translation of f gives

When
for cp,

for

trying

we

have

over

log

the circle

= -00
I == -00,

lzl

=

R in both sides it follows that

f

=

0.

N.
so

Application

to prove a converse we shall assume a

some positive constants C
cp(x+X+iy))jX and
of X and Y by the concavity
follows from (8.1) that

of this to

polynomial

bound

and y. The difference

+ i y) quotients
increasing functions
and in y, if w E P, so it
are

and

convexity

in

x

if w is subharmonic and concave in the real direction. In what follows
only use the subharmonicity and the estimates (8.1) and (8.2).

we

shall
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PROPOSITION 8.2. If cp is subharmonic in C and satisfies (8.1 ),
find an entire function f # 0 such thatIf(z)I(1 +Izl)N :s
the total mass of
is larger than N + y.
can

PROOF. For every continuous subharmonic cp and every
entire function f # 0 such that

an

a &#x3E;

(8.2) then one
provided that
0

one can

find

where ~ is the Lebesgue measure. This is a special case of [6, Theorem 4.2.7]
which is also applicable for n complex variables, with
replaced by -a -n .
If r &#x3E; 0 it follows that

If

we

choose

r

=

(1

and

+

use

(8.2), it follows that

with a new constant C. To prove the proposition we must reduce the exponent
y --f- a to -N. To do so we may assume that a &#x3E; 0 is chosen so small that
the total mass of Aw/2Jt exceeds y + a + N and can then choose a compact
set K where the mass exceeds y + a + N. Then

is subharmonic,
It
wi1 (z ) + ( y + a + N) log(I +I z 1) for large
is clear that CPI also satisfies (8.1), (8.2) with some other constants outside a
0 as above withf (z) I
compact neighborhood of K. If we choose
e~,(z) when
Izl)y+a whenI zI is large, it follows that
I zI is large. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 8.3. If cP is subharmonic in C and satisfies (8.1 ), (8.2), then one
find an entire function f # 0 such that Izj f ~k~ (,z) ~I for arbitrary
nonnegative integers j and k if and only if the total mass of O~p is infinite.
can

PROOF. The

necessity

is

a

part of Proposition 8.1. By Cauchy’s inequalities

(

Choosing

r -

I~ I)j+k(y- 1)e-(P(~)

we conclude that this is bounded if!/(~)!(1 +
is bounded. The theorem will therefore be proved if we can
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find an entire analytic function f such that
is bounded for every j.
We shall do so by means of a modification of the proof of Proposition 8.2, but
we must now subtract from cp the potential of a measure which does not have
compact support which requires a closer look at its continuity and asymptotic
behavior.
As before we write dit
It follows from (8.2) that
=

if r

a positive measure d v dlt with ~ ~ ( &#x3E; 2 when
in { ~ ; ~ ~ ~(
such
that
the
mass
R } tends slowly to infinity when
~ supp d v
R - oo, and shall then argue as in the proof of Proposition 8.2 with

1

+I z 1. We shall choose

E

interrupt the proof
asymptotic properties of

We

measure

a moment to prove
the potential term in
d v should be chosen.

LEMMA 8.4.

~

E

Let d v be a

-1 d v ( ~ )

supp dv,

positive

lemma on the continuity and
(8.3) which will suggest how the
a

measure

in C such

oo, and

Then

is

a

continuous

subharmonic function, and for largeI zI

PROOF. If 0

6

1 then

I ~ 2 when
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which

implies

that

This estimate and the fact that log ( 1 - z/ çI
1) as z/ - 0 proves
that (8.5) converges to a continuous subharmonic function. To prove (8.6) we
take 8
3 1 wI and observe that
=

=

The first two terms in the
term we

The

by

have

right-hand side are
1/2, so it can be

3/1~lI is
lzl 41~1/3,

integral when
I l~1/3 then 21~1/3

w(

=

I

Relog(I

+

completes

w) &#x3E; log( 1 /2) whenw(
.

by (8.8).
by

In the third

bounded by hypothesis, and when
which implies
I lzl/2. Now

the argument which proved (8.8), and this
To prove (8.7) we first observe that

for log!l +
obtain

estimated
estimated

1

the

proof

of

(8.6).

1/2. Similarly
-1 -. /,. ,

we
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Finally

If

we

we

have

restrict the

there is

integration in the first term on the right-hand side to the set
a bound is given by (8.8). In the rest of the integral
I ( 1-f- ~
bound for log [§ - z I / log
and this completes the proof of (8.7).

a

END

THEOREM 8.3. Starting with Ro = 1 we define an insuch that
4Rj and the mass of d&#x3E; in
is at least equal to 1. This is possible since d&#x3E;
has infinite mass. Then we choose a positive measure dv d~ with mass
exactly equal to 1 in each of the annuli Qj and no mass elsewhere. Then
4Ro, and (8.4) is valid for dv since
1 /4R~ oo since
it is valid for dit. It follows from (8.6) that
+ w) - v (z) I - C when
(1 +
andlzl is large. As in the proof of Proposition 8.2 we can
therefore find an analytic function f Q 0 such that
OF PROOF OF

creasing sequence Ro, RI,
S2~ {~; 4Rj I~II

...

,

=

where a

so

&#x3E;

0 is fixed. Thus

the theorem will be

proved

if

we

verify

that

(8.7) implies

It is clear that

and
Given

z

witheIzl[ large

Hence
(8.7).

from

since the integration can only be taken
let k be the smallest integer such that 21zl[

which

completes

the

proof

that

over one

Qj.

Then

(8.9) follows
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In the case of several variables and functions E 7 which take the value
+00 also one can still use [6, Theorem 4.2.7] to construct analytic functions
for some M. To obtain functions in S~ it is sufficient
bounded by
to know that there is another function wi E P such that CPI (z) + N 10g(1 + z)
CN ~- log cp(z) for arbitrary N. This is the case for example if cP is one of the

functions

given by Corollary

7.2.
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